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Plant pathogen detection is recognizing microscopic organisms such as bacteria, viruses,
and fungi in quick reaction settings at nurseries, natural landscapes and micropopagation
stage in infected plant tissue. Early detection provides opportunity to farmer to take proper
measurement and save the crops from complete failure. For plant protection or disease
control, simultaneous detection of all the present phytopathogenic microbes with quick
and high accuracy is of great importance in all areas related agriculture and environmental
safety. In these regard, biosensors technology in plant disease detection in broad-spectrum
has advantage like lessening the investigation time and sensitivity through automation and
integrating multiple processes in a single piece of equipment. The use of different types of
biosensor based on colorimeter, electrochemical signal, lights emissions and nanomaterials
for pioneering and sensitive biosensing systems for the recognition of pathogens is also
shown. The untamed potential of various biosensors with some limitations for plant disease
detection has been briefly reviewed in this article.
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Introduction
A biosensor is an analyte detecting machine containing a bioelement recognition component and a transducer. A bio- recognition
component of biosensor particularly recognizes and communicates
with an analyte, and the changes in its physicochemical properties
are usually transformed into an electrical signal by a transducer.1 The
bio-recognition component may contain catalyst, microorganisms,
antibodies, DNA and RNA. Communicable plant diseases are caused
by pathogenic microbes such as fungi, bacteria, viroids, viruses,
phytoplasma and nematodes.2 Globally, plant pathogen infections are
amongst chief biotic factors limiting plant yield and causes financial
losses to farmers as well as plant based industries. It was accounted
for that around 20-30% of the field crops are yearly lost because of
infections.3,4 Traditional techniques, for example, isolation on specific
media are valuable for the pathogenic microorganism’s identification
yet subject to restrictions because of the way that numerous pathogens
are covered by abundance of more quickly growing microorganisms.
Besides, these strategies introduce the downsides of dreary method,
requirement for trained personnel and long time to yield accurate
result. So, the conventional methods of detecting pathogens are timeconsuming and expensive for the farmers in rural areas. Detection
of causal agent of the plant disease is most crucial as primary step
to handle a plant disease in field. Many of the pathogenic microbes
such as virus and phytoplasma are seed borne and identification such
pathogen at the tissue culture stage can prevent major crop loss. In
the previous decade, the interest for quick and precise on location
identification of plant disease has expanded because of developing
new mutant pathogens with resistance to pesticides and overuse
of toxic chemicals to prevent spread of diseases. Currently major
serological techniques used to identify phytopathogens consist of
direct tissue blot immunoassays and ELISA.2 In this technique, the
specific antigens from the infectious microbes are made to explicitly
bind with antibodies conjugated to a protein. The recognition can
be envisioned in view of colour changes because of the association
between the substrate and the immobilized protein. The execution of
ELISA can be enhanced significantly with the utilization of particular
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monoclonal and recombinant antibodies which are monetarily
accessible.
Further DNA-based techniques such as polymerase chain
reaction and dot blot hybridization have also been used for pathogen
identification and detection. PCR based detection requires sample
preparation, DNA extraction, portable and accurate temperature
control system, and sample evaporation concerns in open devices.
ELISA and PCR both these procedures are tedious and require
complex instruments, being not reasonable for in-situ investigation. In
the previous decade, the interest for fast and exact on-site detection of
plant disease determination has expanded because of arising microbes
resistance to pesticides. So, there is solid enthusiasm for growing new
bio-sensing systems for early recognition of plant infections with high
affectability and specificity at the purpose of-mind. In this unique
situation, here the current headway of favourable bio-sensing systems
for plant pathogen recognition is discussed.

Biosensor based diagnosis
When plants are exposed to pathogens they initiate protection
reactions whose molecular mechanisms are very complex. At the
early stages, when visual symptoms such as injuries on the leaf
surface are absent, plants respond to the presence of a pathogen with
physiological component such as the decrease of the photosynthesis
rate, which induces an increase of fluorescence and heat emission.4
The possibility to distinguish distinctive contaminations in a similar
plant is attractive, since plants can be influenced at the same time
by numerous pathogens, for example, nematodes, fungi, bacteria,
phytoplasmas, viruses and viroids that conventional strategies identify
at a late symptomatic stage. Globally plant pathogenic microbes cause
various infectious diseases that are flattering more and more serious.
Till date many researchers have tried to developed different types of
biosensors with range of approaches. Detection of plant infection
utilizing electrochemical techniques has pulled in much intrigue in
light of their basic instrumentation, high specificity, affectability,
quick, and is economical with potential for applications in sub-atomic
sensing instrument.5,6 Recently, nanomaterial-based electrochemical
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sensors have been reported for plant disease detection by Umasankar
et al.7 The utilization of gold nanoparticle (AuNP) modified cathode
for the electrochemical detection of methyl salicylate, a key plant
volatile organic compound released by plants during infections.
In case of DNA based electrochemical strategies, voltammetric
examinations have been utilized as a basic device for a discriminative
investigation of nucleic acid conformation and modification with the
synchronous identification of all bases of the DNA without the need of
a hydrolysis step.8,9 The detection generally includes the redox labels
physically or covalently linked to specific target DNA allocated on the
active electrode surface.10 Current advance in DNA based biosensors
for improvement of parallel microarrays and high-throughput outlines
can be connected to DNA sequencing innovations. Although much
research has been done on electrochemical biosensors for other
areas like food quality but its practical application for plant disease
detection is in pipeline for detailed investigation.

sensing.19 Antibody-based sensors, also known as immunosensors
involve the use of both polyclonal and monoclonal antibodies.
Antibodies can be directly immobilized on the exterior of the
transducer or attached to the surface of magnetic beads to perform
immunomagnetic separation and detection. Conversely limitations
of a lot of antibodies based biosensors comprise specific binding
with a particular antigen, issues such as the exposure of a bacterial
strain to environmental stress such as pH, could cause errors in the
measurement. Utilizing biosensors and other compact demonstrative
frameworks can definitely help the agriculture business. However
several drawbacks of biosensor technology for on-site diagnosis of
multiple pathogens includes sample preparation, limited life span
of biological entity, weak selectivity in complex sample matrices,
complexity of manipulations and obviously the high cost.

Colorimetric biosensors are an appealing optical biosensor since
one can undoubtedly and immediately see with the bare eye the
presence of pathogenic microorganisms in the specimen through a
colour change without the requirement for any expository instrument
or chemical reagent. Optical biosensors measure light assimilated
or radiated as the after effect of a biological or synthetic response,
while electrochemical biosensors depend on biochemical responses
that cause electron exchange between a functionalized electrode and
an analyte in solution, and can make amperometric, voltammetric,
or impedimetric estimations.11 Another approach, nanotechnology
has real way against numerous agricultural problems including
plant disease identification as well as control. Nanoparticles
show interesting electronic and optical properties and can be
incorporated utilizing various kinds of materials for electronics and
detecting applications.12 The prevalence of nanomaterials for sensor
improvement could be credited to the friendly platform it facilitate the
gathering of bio-recognition component, the high surface region, high
electronic conductivity and plasmonic properties of nanomaterials
that upgrade the constraint of detection.13 Now a day’s nano-based
materials is introduced which enhance the effectiveness of fungicides
and pesticides, enabling minor dosages to be utilized.14 Additionally,
nanodiagnostic and microfluidics offer novel tools to improve the
sample preparation step that remains difficult to incorporate in a
miniaturized platform. The signal intensification methodologies
may perhaps challenge those of target enhancement. Fast nearby
recognition of plant pathogens utilizing nanosensor, nanobased kits,
nanobarcodes, nanobiosensors and other portable diagnostic systems
can help agricultural and food industry to manage different plant
diseases. The Cucumber Mosaic Virus (CMV) and Papaya Ring Spot
Virus (PRSV) is a highly aggressive disease that can reduce yield and
quality of the vegetable and fruit. Ariffin et al introduced fabrication
of nanowire transducer using photolithography and its function in
detection of CMV and PRSV viruses.14 Enzyme-based biosensors
are based on using enzymes that are specific to the biomolecules
under recognition to catalyze the generation of a product that can be
evaluated by a transducer.15,16 A large portion of the enzyme utilized in
biosensors is oxidases that respond with dissolved oxygen to produce
hydrogen peroxide.

In spite of the fact that, plant biosensors based research has
acquired importance without a doubt, recently, there is less research
available. Also, likely potential demonstration of Nano-Inspired
Biosensors for non-plant applications don’t limit plant biosensors
to move foot in the presence, of contemporary procedures or
‘Transcriptomic Biosensors’, ‘Hereditarily Encoded Biosensors’
and Chimeric Biosensing technologies.20 The addition of more novel
sensors for disease recognition, for example, optical fiber biosensors
and electrochemical biosensors will carry a more advantageous
way to deal with the detecting of plant infections. Considering the
significance of monitoring plant health and status of present nanobiosensors, on a flipside drawback of presently available techniques,
advance nano materials and novel biomarkers, an appropriate kick
start is expected to urge scientist to redirect their consideration for
monitoring plant health and growth.

Antibody-based biosensors with a range of transducing methods
have been reported by researchers.17,18 Detection of phytopathogenic
organism by immunological techniques depends on availability and
affinity of selective antibody binding to the target bio-molecule. In
case of complex plant material, sample is prepared by separation
and accumulation of target molecules to facilitate effective pathogen

Future work

Conclusion
One of the generally confronted difficulties across the globe
incorporates loss of the significant part of crop yield because of
diseases. After providing effective resources to the fields, significant
part of the yield is reduced by the presence of pathogens in the plants.
This prompts center around successful methods of identification
of disease in plants. To give powerful measures to detection and
avoidance of the destruction requires an early identification of type
of plant disease present. Conventional methods such as microscopic
examination of diseased tissue or culturing to detect phytopathogens
are time consuming and required skilled person while new technique
like biosensor allows easy and fast detection. The interest for biosensors
for identification of plant pathogenic microbes has expanded and
investigation is centred on development of small portable devices that
would permit quick, precise, and on location recognition. Biosensor
technology in combination with synthetic biology is a promising topic
of research for agriculture scientist.
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